**METEOR STORM PRO/ METEOR STORM**

**Specification**
- *8 Modes: Boost / Mode 1 / Mode 2 / Mode 3 / Flash 1 / Steady Flash / Day Flash / SOS*
- *Dual Beam Angle*
- *USB TYPE-C Cable*
- *USB TYPE-C Remote Control*
- *Variable Lumens System VLS*
- *Matrix LED display*
- *Lock System*
- *Boost Mode*
- *Light Mode Memory*
- *CNC Aluminium Heat Sink Casing*
- *Quick Release Battery*
- *Water Resistant (IPX5)*
- *Day/Flash Mode*
- *FL-1 Standard*

**Contents Included**
- *Meteor Storm Pro*
- *RB-26 (Handlebar Bracket)*
- *RB-16 (Helmet Bracket)*
- *USB-C (USB TYPE-C Cable)*
- *USB-C RMS (USB TYPE-C Water Resistant Remote Control)*
- *Variable Lumens System VLS*
- *Matrix LED display*
- *Lock System*
- *Boost Mode*
- *Light Mode Memory*
- *CNC Aluminium Heat Sink Casing*
- *Quick Release Battery*
- *Water Resistant (IPX5)*
- *Day Flash Mode*
- *FL-1 Standard*

**Optional Accessories**
- *XP-USB (Wall charger)*
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**Quick Start**

**LIGHT OPERATION**

1. Select desired mode.
2. Press and hold to set lumen.
3. Release when reaching desired lumen.

**DUAL ANGLE BEAM**

Dual angle beam is designed for user to select wide angle or narrow angle beam for different road section.

**VARIABLE LUMEN SYSTEM**

1. Press power button.
2. Lock the light to prevent accidentally turned on.
3. Restore default mode:
   - Press and hold power button for 8s to unlock.
   - Press power button to turn off boost mode and switch to the following steady or flash mode.

**MATRIX LED DISPLAY**

1. Select desired mode.
2. Press and hold to set lumen.
3. Release when reaching desired lumen.

**VARIABLE LUMEN SYSTEM**

- Light flashes once when reaching the MAX or MIN lumen level.
- Restore default mode:
  - Press and hold power button for 8s to unlock.
  - Press power button to turn off boost mode and switch to the following steady or flash mode.
- Mode memory: The light resumes previous VLS setting upon next usage.

**SELECTING MODE**

1. Insert the handlebar bracket into the bottom slot of the light.
2. Spin the bottom of the bracket counter clockwise to loosen the screw.
3. Unlock the bracket and put the light in a suitable place of your handle bar.
4. Twist the screw clockwise to lock the bracket.
5. The bracket fits into the handlebar.

**BEAM ADJUSTMENT**

1. Remove the belt from one side of the helmet mount.
2. Place the helmet mount into the suitable location on your helmet.
3. Wrap belt around helmet and attach the end of the belt and screw to the helmet.
4. Insert the headlight into the helmet mount until it clicks into place.
5. Press down release lever to remove.

**BATTERY INSTALLATION**

1. Align the battery cover to the point “L” to lock.
2. Release or insert batteries.
3. Cover the button with the battery cover.
4. Align the battery cover to the point “L” to lock.

**USER GUIDELINE**

Thank you for choosing MOON Meteor Storm series headlight!

- The light is locked for shipment, refer to OPERATION instruction to unlock.
- Please read this manual before using. Please refer to online manual for any update of information.
- The light is not fully charged for shipment, please make sure to charge the light fully before use.

**BOOST MODE**

Boost Mode is the high output mode for daytime riding. Its high brightness LED will heat up the light body while working, that is a high temperate light. A better cooling system is included and you can use them when necessary.

**MINIATURE DISPLAY**

Matrix LED Display is a multifunctional display provides operational information including modes, battery status and charging status.

**DAY FLASH MODE**

Day Flash Mode is the high output mode for daytime riding. Its high brightness LED will heat up the light body while working, that is a high temperate light. A better cooling system is included and you can use them when necessary.

**OVER HEAT PROTECTION**

The overheat protection device can save the bicycle light in a good running temperature condition, so that to protect the LEDs without burning case. If the light is in a high temperature during operation, it will dim the light output.

**CHARGING**

1. Find the USB port under the head of the light.
2. Lift the rubber cover and you’ll see the charging port.
3. If using USB cable, connect it to your computer USB port.
4. If using wall charger, connect it to the wall outlet.
5. Charge time may depend on computer or wall charger.
6. When the battery is fully charged, please unplug the USB cable or wall charger.
7. When the display turns red, it indicates the battery needs to be charged.
8. Keep away from flammable objects when charging.

**TROUBLESHOOTING**

- Understand country lighting laws and regulations before use.
- Do not shine light directly into eyes.
- Do not blind the oncoming vehicles. Always adjust the beam downward.
- Do not shine light directly into eyes.
- Do not blind the oncoming vehicles. Always adjust the beam downward.
- Do not submerge the light into water.
- Keep light in cool and dry place when storing.
- Full recharge of the light last about 3 hours during storage.

**WARRANTY**

MOON lights are covered by a ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY while MOON batteries are covered by 120 days warranty from the date of purchase. This warranty covers the defects in material and workmanship only with proof of purchase. Please contact original dealer for service warranty. For lights bought on MOON website, please contact cs@moon-sport.com for help.

**ONLINE WARRANTY REGISTRATION**

Visit www.moon-sport.com for online warranty registration.